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es - Serial. The format was designed to
be flexible and lightweight, and can be
used with almost any audio player. In

any case, however, the format is
described by two bytes of information,
numbered 0 through 127 as a signed

byte and 128 through 255 as an
unsigned byte, which contain the

song's nominal pitch in cents. The first
byte of this data is usually called the

"compression rate" or "nibble", as one
nibble of data represents one cent. The

second byte is the "header", which
describes the actual song.The second

byte is a bitmask where each bit
represents a note, and is either a "0" (a
silent note, meaning the sound is not
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played) or a "1" (a non-silent note, i.e.
one that produces sound). Any

combination of values may be used,
and can be combined to represent

chords (e.g., two "1" bits would
represent a C-major chord).The header

tells the player which number of
samples of each note there is, the total
number of samples, how many of these
samples are silent, and the number of

samples of the last note.The main
reason for this is that music files are
digitally encoded, which involves a

process called quantization.
Quantization introduces errors into the
original music that are corrected by the
encoder, but which the decoder cannot

correct. The error introduced by
quantization depends on the quality of

the original music, and so it is an
unavoidable consequence of the

process. If enough error is introduced,
the player will be unable to

synchronize audio and video, or to use
the data to synchronize other parts of

the audio stream. This is not a
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problem, as the file format is designed
to be highly compatible with the

original, and so the decoder can simply
ignore the quantization errors and play

back the music correctly.The format
additionally includes a header for each

sample indicating how the sample
should be interpreted. The player must

be careful to interpret the data
correctly, as the interpretation rules

are not intuitive. In particular, the note
is the highest bit and the velocity is the
next highest bit, which are the bits that

are read first by the player. For
example, the note is read first, so a

note with the value 1 in the first bit and
0 in the second would be interpreted

as a note on velocity 100, while a note
with the value 0 in both bits would be

interpreted as a note on velocity
0.Chords, if present, are described with
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